Amazing Animal Dads!

Many animal Dads do an incredible job of raising their offspring, but male seahorses are extra special! They take eggs from the female, fertilize them and incubate the eggs until the baby seahorses hatch!

Try these fun Father’s Day card crafts to celebrate all of the amazing dads and father figures out there!

Share your work with us at #followusatthezoo

Unlike many bird species, penguin dads share the task of incubating eggs and raising chicks with their partner. They take turns so each parent has a chance to rest, preen their feathers, and hunt for food.

Glue buttons, beads, or pasta into a shape for a cool seahorse card!

Many animal Dads do an incredible job of raising their offspring, but male seahorses are extra special! They take eggs from the female, fertilize them and incubate the eggs until the baby seahorses hatch!

Cut out paper shapes to make this fun penguin card!
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